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Lambvs.for PSA Prexy
PSA HEAD?

It was reported by President
Jeanne Woodruff of the Scroll
and Style Club this last week that
the club expects to be able to
return the $35 contributed by the
student body for the publication
of MSS.
FEW LEFT
MSS has been on sale for the
past week and one half, and of
the ninety copies for sale only
ten are now available. Those de
siring a copy of the magazine
should get in touch with Jeanne
Woodruff, Ingeborg van Loben
Sels, Lucile Strike, or Miss McCann immediately. Sales have
far excelled the expectation of
the club.
Much comment has been made
about Gertrude Stein's short
story, "Is Dead." Professor C. E.
MARION AKERS and TONI RIFBERG co-star in the Corbin has suggested that an an
current Little Theatre production, "Petrified Forest." swer book for this story be pub
Mr. Corbin and other
I he above combination service station and restaurant lished.
doubtful readers of MfeS are re
serves as setting for the entire play.
ferred to Miss Ferster, who gave
Plioto by Woodruff
a very intelligent interpretation
of Miss Stein's selection to her
Creative Writing class last week.
ENTERED IN CONTEST
A copy of MSS has been sub
mitted to Red Book's short story
contest which is open to college
students.
The aim of the Scroll and Stylus
Little Theatre Hasn't Bette Davis, but
Club for next year's publication
It Has Toni Rifberg, Marion Akers
is to introduce MSS as a project
for the Publications Committee.
By JANET McGINNIS
o
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MRS. FENIX
RESIGNS
AS DEAN
Her Post Will Be
Filled Next Year
by Miss Watson

"Is Dead," by Stein,
Puzzles Prof. Corbin
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MSS Sales
Exceed
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IS THIS THE FOREST?

No. 26

News of the resignation of
Mrs. Opal Berg Fenix as Dean
of Women after three years of
very successful administration
will come as a disappointment
if not a shock to the students
of Stockton Junior College and
College of the Pacific.
Her decision to resign in favor
of becoming a housewife, and
we're sure a good one, came
after considerable thought.
NEW DEAN
Her place next year will be
taken by Miss Beulah Watson,
now vice-principal and Dean of
Girls at Needles High School,
Needles, California. Miss Watson
received her A. B. degree at
Linfield College and her M. S.
at the University of Southern
California.
Mrs. Fenix plans to devote
most of her time to cooking,
which has become her favorite
hobby. Congratulations are in
order for Professor Bob Fenix.
MRS. FENIX APPROVES
Mrs. Fenix, after meeting
Miss Watson, is sure that her
place will be filled by one fully
capable and worthy of the honor.
"She is a very charming woman,
and very well liked by all who
have had the pleasure of know
ing her. Her experience with
girls is wide, and she is known
for her fairness and understand
ing," said Mrs. Fenix.
o

Annual Elections
Held Next Week
Twenty-Nine Candidates Contest
Other Fourteen PSA Offices
Bill Biddick and Norman Lamb wil top the ballot
at next Thursday's PSA election as candidates for the
Pacific Student Association presidency in 1940-41. They
were nominated by Hugh McWilliams and Bill Becker
respectively at assembly yesterday.

Biddick is prominent in forensics, having recently won honors
for the college in an extensive
BILL BIDDICK, who returned
debating tour throughout the
last Sunday from a national de
political campaigns at C.O.P.
country.
Without exception, hilariousbate tour bringing with him sev
Plp<> "? tk
Lamb is as prominent in the
eral outstanding trophies, is run
.heetic and marked by a great
Conservatory as is Biddick in the
Y«t oj , 0f
fineigling, occasional
ning for president of the PSA,
LO| S
speech department.
He was
•Y
w8 illdiiggery
»« and no end of bally*
chairman of the 1940 Mardi Gras
Cf a
In many campaigns the end
and is a member of the band,
,lj|
-n bri"ianu
orchestra, and A Cappella Choir.
'ctifies almost any means. Quite
the boys have nothing to
MANY NOMINATED
often
Twenty-nine candidates were
*
- • .'-v.- about, but notwithstanding,
nominated for the fourteen other
- k aSabHhotair machines keep pourclearlv
PSA offices.
IL it out. It's our man. right
1
Olluslo^
Dwayne Mears, nominated for
'usion * It (wrong, good, bad or indifferto play
the office of treasurer by George
Savs every faction, and not
thej
Tomasini, was found to be ineli
Jays" does the best man get
gible. Stan Vaughn, who origin
Debate Team Wins Cups
L office. In that respect Paally intended to run for a posi
jljc politics resemble any polihumbei
tion on the Executive committee,
at Coast Tourney
"dv«ncM jj* (jcs0Utside these cloistered walls.
will change places with Mears,
,he "ituat'lon.
phc current campaign, howwho is eligible for the Ex. Com
The last week-end of 'the cur
- is unique among recent
mittee position. They will both,
rent debate trip proved most
,ls » viUaj. efel
of necessity, be write-in candi
PSA elections in that it pits
•hat h
profitable for the bulging PSA
against each other two unusually
NORMAN LAMB, who last dates. Sam Chaney, nominated
an
fN
trophy case.
n"d.
with,,
nit of the gravy outstanding candidates for the
week conducted the 1940 Mardi by Leslie Knoles, is the other
The generous contributor was
the Pacific Forensic League,
Gras to a successful night of hil contestant for PSA treasurer.'
nC pans oil presidency of the student body,
The vice-president of the stu
meeting
in
annual
conference
at
for
the
first
time
within
the
arity, was nominated in yester
Mured me tha;
dent body will undoubtedly be
"
the
oldest
student
Oregon
State
University.
day's assembly for the presidency
lo*»
They J memory of
Jean. Jean Strong and Jean AritlP' "KCfe the PSA presidential candiBIDDICK BOOMS
of the PSA.
nn nnd if anyoj
not are the two candidates for
Bill Biddick received the first
'
both
so
adequately
P
h
o
t
o
b
y
W
o
o
d
r
u
f
f
y would all senates
are
the office.
place
cup
in
After-Dinner
Speak
A
n. I rrj,,. ,' fitted for the job that there is
TWO FOR SECRETARY
ing with a speech entitled "Non
but I'm a" do?' practlcaily nothing to choose beAnother Jean—Jean Ferguson
sense in the Census." AD.S. al
—is a candidate for PSA secre
Ide so I have t wen them"
lows but fifteen minutes for prep
icts.
The two most logical candi
tary. Joyce Wiggins Is the other
News Editor
aration and is allegedly humor
contestant for the office.
dates that could be selected, Bill
If
dress
reheasals
are
ever
an
indication
of
the
fin
ous.
THOUGHT
Boyd Thompson, an assistant
Biddick and Norman Lamb, have ished product, Robert Sherwood's famous play, "Petri
John Fanucchi's oration "Blue
yell leader at present, is a candi
to my knowid gjnerously demonstrated
that fied Forest" will surely he a success when given by the
prints for Paradise," was award
date for head yell leader. Charles
IdftnUlly, the tg, ijuy are both natural leaders,
ed the second place cup in ora
Little Theatre tonight, tomorrow night and April 19
Wood, juvenile lead of "Step 'n'
mtowsrd fate o( jjth highly efficient in executing
tory.
"Blueprints" has thus
and 20.
High," is also in the race for this
placed in all of. the five tourna
I w m sitting r; j^iven task, both possessed of
As a screen play it was ac-$
—
position.
ments in which Fanucchi has de
Akers,
Easly,
Tanner
looking out o(i (wonderful gift—Biddick, speak
claimed, and although we have
Twelve students were nominat
livered it.
congratulating i jg; Lamb, music.
Both are no Bette Davis, Humphrey BoWin
Costume
Prizes
ed to fill the five Executive Com
The
Forensic
League
is
a
com
he fact that, lii leasing personalities, whose mo- gart or Leslie Howard, we do
The final reunion of the four bination of the major colleges
mittee positions of members-atr broke throught lives are as altruistic as can be have Toni Rifberg, Max Gobel
A vocational conference to as
traveling debaters will take place and universities in six Western
The Mardi Gras came and went large. They are Allen Breed,
vnuldn't get myl Bisected of any college man
and Marion Akers.
this Saturday eve at the S. P. states. Pacific was the only sist students in choosing voca last Friday night leaving behind Gene Rotsch, George "Dusty"
ir a flash I had: yes> indeed, it's a pleasant task STAND-OUTS
depot.
school in this august combo to tions will be held on the campus it the memory of another unique Miller, Jack Hanner, Willie Boy*
That old vtllaia that confronts the members of
on April 23, 24, and 25.
REUNION
Best bets for our money are
take home more than one cup.
achievement on Pacific's social arsky, Jere Tilson, Sherwood
Norton, Ben Hamm, Barbara Len
lotorloua through the psa next Thursday. No mat the outstanding set, .superb light
CONFERENCE OPENS
Fuller and Pulich started their BETZ HONORED
calendar.
nox, Les Dow, Fran Branstad and
aa one of the m t?r which man they choose, they ing, fine acting of Max Gobel,
Cameron
Beck,
formerly
with
trip homeward with an overnight
Coming directly from national
PRIZE COSTUMES
Dwayne Mears (write-in).
"Petrified Forest" Is
characters mi «in, There is absolutely no ex and an outstanding bit player
trip into Washington, D. C., to administrative honors at Knox- the New York Stock Exchange
Gayly costumed figures swarm
it m the reason I case for not voting in next week's who makes the most of every op
say hello to Erwin Farley, last ville, Tenn., Prof. Betz was cata as personnel director and now a ed the Stockton Civic Auditorium FOR PUBLICATIONS
Action
Filled
There are five positions on the
portunity, Juanita Daussant.
year's PSA president. According pulted into the job as Secretary- consultant advisor on vocations, and swung to the time of Saun
at ate of our la election.
Committee
for
to a letter received by Mrs. Pu Treasurer of the League. The will open the conference at an ders King. Prizes were award P u b l i c a t i o n s
The play is a drama of human
ildn't get their i prom
standpoint of capa
Robert Emmet Sherwood's ac
lich, "we peeked in the back door present treasury surplus is $500; 8 : 5 5 a s s e m b l y o n T u e s d a y , ed costumes, for originality to which the nine following candi
- withering away igitfes, the race for prexy is a thoughts, emotions and dreams, tion-filled "Petrified Forest"
dates are contesting: Irvine
consequently PSA debaters are April 23.
Marion Akers, who was dressed Sprague, Howard Lewis, Dick
itlnd-off. The election will be and the action is laid in a dreary being presented tonight at 8:30 of the White House."
The
assembly
will
be
followed
looking toward an expanded pro
in the manner of a character from
, tired of his to largely decided on personalities; Arizona town, Black Mesa. The by the College of the Pacific Lit C.O.P. WINS ONE
by discussions on special voca Flash Gordon; for the most col Loomis, Bob Monagan, Beverly
scene is the interior of a combin
Their first return debate was gram in '40-'41.
and decided toP md also on the basis of the so
ation restaurant and service sta tle Theatre under the direction with the U. of Cincinnati on the P.F.L. LEARNS FROM US
tions. Some of the fields to be orful to Jacqueline Easly, who Wright, Margo Mclntyre, Alice
i and aklp across utions offered to current stuRudebaugh, Bill Lunt, and Bill
of
DeMarcus
Brown.
Mr.
Sher
P.F.L.,
although
centering
tion filled with desert rats and
considered are social service, ac
isolation topic. An audience vote
i ,,r this reason tat body problems in the adwood is noted for his more re rendered a practically unanimous around traditional speech forms, counting, domestic science, avia portrayed a modern gypsy girl; Workman.
liquor bottles.
of our i® fees
by the candidates on
cent play "Abe Lincoln in Illi vote for the Stockton boys. In annually embarks on some type tion, technology, law, medicine, for the most comical to Glen Tan . In place of chapel, an assembly
ACTING SPOTTY
,"v (gymnasium1 Nay.
nois," which was recently award Cincinnati the duo had dinner of "persuasive speaking" experi dentistry, distributive occupa ner, who sported a full dress will be held next Tuesday morn
Beginnings of both acts seem
sans shirt; and for the best ing for the presentation of can
l,.,j 0ff and tto This corner predicts the closest
ed the Pulitzer Prize.
with Gregg Phifer's father, a Cin ment. This year's conference tions, music, chemistry, and the matched couple to Barbara Naw- didates and for yell leader tryto drag, but each act winds up
tried
a
type
of
problem-solving
* 109,9W
? ace of recent Pacific election his- to a smashing climax. The actors VETERAN CAST
field of secretaryship.
cinnati resident.
who pa outs. The election will be held
man and Bob Kientz, wno
, .-model the ^ 9IY and will be greatly sur- seem to feel this, and the best
Other debates to follow discussion. However, the local COMMITTEE IN CHARGE
Tonight's "first nighters" will
raded
as
a
couple
of
fire
crack in the hall of the Administration
speech department was gratified
rised if more than 50 votes sep work is done at the end.
A committee of students and ers.
see such veterans of the Little throughout the week will be with to learn that next year's innova
Imrn.
Building from 8 a. m. to 5 p, m.
tate the candidates in the final
Max Gobel as public enemy Theatre as Marion Akers, with De Paul and the U. of Chicago tion will be the "Town Hall Dis faculty members are working out
During the evening Queen next Thursday.
Jbulation. We hope that every number one and a thorough killer twenty-five past performances to in Chicago, De Pauw U. at Greenthe meetings which will be held Charmian Cash was crowned by AWS NOMINEES
cussion Group," based on an ex
£ O
|?A card holder gets to the polls
Lois La Salle and Adrian
his credit in the role of Allan castle, Indiana, Hastings (Prof. periment made here in the annual in the auditorium and in various President Atkinson. The queen
r
bursday and votes for either
classrooms.
Squires, a man who considers his Betz' former scene of action) in J.C. tournament in February.
was presented with a compact Squires are the candidates chosen
Liorman Lamb or Bill Biddick
As is necessarily the case
o
past life absolutely wasted; Toni Hastings, Nebraska, Denver U.
with the inscription—Queen Char- to run for president of the Asso
The site of next year's meeting
fay the "best" man win!
with all Little Theatre pro
Rifberg of thirteen Little Theatre of Wyoming, Utah U., and the U. will be the Stanford compus, with
main 1940. Her . attendants were ciated Women Students. Con
ductions, "Petrified Forest"
roles, as Gabby Maple, a young of Nevada.
Dr. Lee Chapin as the host.
each presented with boxes of testants for vice-president are
hey're Off!
Beth Shauer and Phyllis Grimwas reviewed in dress re
U. said it, Hyacinth, that's a
girl with high ambitions for the
stationery as gifts.
shaw. Barbara Laddon is op
hearsal. In the absence of
While the local campus is
future; and Max Gobel, with lot of work.
THANKS GIVEN
posing Sarah Cameron for the
Dramatic Critic Carl Fuller,
apped in political intrigue, the
——
o
eleven successes behind him, as
As the Mardi Gras leaves the office of recording secretary.
who returns to town tomor
jhtish and the Germans are fiDuke Mantee, a desperate fugi
campus this year thanks are due
Jackie Parker and Mary Baer
row after his national debate
% locked in mortal combat,
tive from justice. Latta Ross
Chairman Norman . Lamb and all are the two candidates for presi
tour, News Editor Janet Mche long awaited break finally
portrays Boze, a conceited half
of those who worked with him to dent of the Women's Athletic As
Ginnis volunteered to fill in
urie early this week with the
back from a small college, while
make it a success. Music, cos sociation.
Tuition at the College of the
ivasion of Denmark and Northe gap.
Herman Spindt takes the part of
tumes, and decorations w e r e
o
Pacific
has
been
altered
in
such
ay by the Nazis. For weeks
Gramp Maple, a man of the old
among the finest that have yet
a
way
as
to
make
entrance
fees
['tain had been trying to force
frontier. Mantee's henchmen are
The College of the Pacific fairer to each individual student been presented at Pacific's annual
|er to make a false move and does one of the best pieces of portrayed by Bud Stefan as
Alumni Club of Southern Califor
According to information in the fun fair.
S finally committed what ap- acting seen on the Pacific stage Jackie, Duke's right hand man;
Miss Grace Cornog, assistant nia will hold its annual Alumni senior college bulletin for 1940-41,
———o
ars to be the blunder that may in many moons. His characteri Bert Ti*ullson as Ruby, his trig professor of home economics in college in the Hotel Figueroa in the new fees will be based on the
zation
is
a
difficult
one,
but
he
hi the tide in favor of Engger man; and Jack Devoe as Stockton Junior College, has been Los Angeles tomorrow afternoon number of units for which the
seems to live the part.
Ki.
Duke's faithful colored chauffeur. appointed to a statewide com and evening.
student is enrolled. In the past
We felt at dress rehearsal that
A discussion of the problem of
mittee on home economics edu FIVE PROFESSORS
When Germany first moved
a set fee of $140 was asked of
Toni Rifberg and Marion Akers MINOR ROLESthe conscientious objector, with
Leading
discussions
at
the
col
cation.
the Scandinavias, it appeared
all students whether they were
Others in the cast include Hal
were not up to par. Our idea of
Assembly yesterday consisted script by Gregg Phifer, headlined
The purpose of this committee lege will be five College of the enrolled for the average sixteen
!t Mr. Plitler's fast move might the girl Gabby was not quite the Ewing and Juanita Daussant as
of the presentation of awards to the presentation of Pacific Sym
is to coordinate the home eco Pacific professors.
President units or for only nine or ten.
of decided advantage to him, way it was played, as Toni was Mr. and Mrs. Chisholm, a rich
yesterday
afternoon.
various faculty and student heads posium
Eight dollars will be charged
$ that was only until the Brit- too sweet in mannerisms and couple who become involved in nomics work of the junior col Tully C. Knoles will speak on
Next Thursday's symposium,
by
Treasure
Island
authorities
leges
with
the
work
of
the
Uni
"The United States in Asia." Dr. for each unit under the new plan,
could recover their composure speech.
Marion Akers in his this peculiar situation; Orvell versity of California. Dr. Agnes
for the active part of the College broadcast at 4:00 p. m., will be a
0 send the "King's Navee" out
part of the dreaming self termed Fletcher, as Jasan Maple, a world Fay Morgan, professor of house Clarence Larson's subject will be At this rate, a student taking six of the Pacific took at the Golden discussion of "Relief as a Ca
Some
Contributions
of
Modern
teen
units
will
pay
$128
plus
the
do battle. It is the British "American once removed," was war veteran; Carl Castam, as an
reer," with script by Gladys Bar
Gate Exposition last summer.
hold science at the University of
that is blowing holes in the jerky and lacked suaveness.
other legionnaire, and Lillian California, is chairman. Other Science to Human Betterment." required PSA and Infirmary
Those receiving awards were tholomew.
membership fees—a total of $143
hPan plans.
At press-time, MINOR CHARACTERS
"The Death of Halpin FrazKahn, as Pepita, a Mexican cook. members of the committee are "Common Sense Displaces ElocuDr. Tully C. Knoles, president of
While this is slightly more than
tionism"
will
be
the
topic
dis
Germans were on the verge
The Chisholms, a wealthy pair The two telegraph linemen are Miss Saidee Stark of Sacramento cussed by Dr. Roy McCall. Dr the fee of $140, it is considered the College of the Pacific; De ser," the seventh in the Ambrose
losing several of the key of Ohio travelers, were excep played by Allison Gossett and Bill Junior College, Miss Maude MurMarcus Brown and Arthur Farey, Bierce series "Can Such Things
more justifiable than charging
Little Theatre heads; Robert Gor Be?", was presented last Wed
'its which they had taken from tionally well done by Juanita Stretch. All of these people are ehie, chief of the division of home G. A. Werner will speak on "The
the
set
fee
when
the
student
is
Discovery of and Protection
le Norwegians earlier in the
don, director of the band; Robert nesday night at 9:15.
Daussant and A1 Ewing. Also involved in a strange situation making education of the State
Against Ulterior Proganda," and enrolled for but a srhall number Burns, registrar of C.O.P., and
Audrey Krasnow adapted this
eok. There is no doubt about
worthy of mention were the kill when the appearance of the hunt Department of . Education, and
of units. A student taking a nine
play
for radio and also read the
Professor
Allan
Bacon's
subject
Ernie
Atkinson,
student
body
Miss
Wilma
McFarland
of
Mo
the British navy certainly has er's gangster cohorts, Bert Truls- ed killer, Duke Mantee, creates
leading feminine role, while Rod
will be "American Music Comes unit course will, in the future, be president.
stuff when the chips are son and newcomer, Bud Stefan. an atmosphere of suspense and desto Junior College. The work
required to pay a total of $87.
Randall took the opposite male
Herman Spindt's "Gramps" was fear as he holds them captives in of the committee is sponsored by of Age."
——-—-o
lead.
In
addition
to
these
five
pro
the
University
of
California
and
Hitler's goal in making the sud- very good if a trifle young. Latta his "temporary hideout."
o
fessors, Robert Burns, College of
"Petrified Forest" will be on the State Department of Educa
Scandinavian seizure was to Ross was excellent as
the Pacific registrar and alumni
tion.
IUr e German trade routes for football hero, Bose.
the Little Theatre stage for four
ir°"secretary, and Charles E. Warm
Under the usual fine direction performances, April 12, 13, 19,
He has already
er, director of the Alumni Living
DeMarcus
Brown,
"Petrified
st
and 20. Tickets are now on sale
The books, "Kitty Foyle"
' the one along the Norwegian
Endowment,
will attend the alum
st and, at the rate the Nazi Forest" should come up to if not at 50c, 75c, and $1.00.
and "Grapes of Wrath,"
The box
Dr. Robert Breeden and Ward ni college. Anna Louise Keck
let* f
ffi Jen
which were taken from the
'
ses are sagging, will soon be surpass the high standards *•* office remains open daily from Tyler were guests of the Pa Germeshausen, president of the
Miss Teresa Ferster, instruc
library shelf last week, have
Miss Marie Breniman will ad
10 a. m. until 5 p. m. Tickets cific Ski Club at a dinner held
" J*16 ver8e °I losing the other by Pacific's Little Theatre.
tor in English in the Stockton
Los
Angeles
alumni
group,
will
-—o
——
not yet been returned. It
dress the "Monday Club" of San
may be reserved by telephone or
uy- 1 ,e r 11 ' more important route (now
Junior College this past year, has
preside at the gathering.
last week at Alustiza's.
S.C.A. LEADERS
was hoped by Mr. Gerould
Jose next Monday evening, April
by calling in person.
^ the Spring thaw has started)
tendered her resignation, effec
Dick Swain, past president, ALL INVITED
that
the
books
would
be
re
Learning
to
be
good
leaders
is
15, on various phases of the life
o
S'gh the Gulf of Bothnia and
tive this June.
In
the
interest
of
getting
a
presented
the
club
with
a
gavel
turned after the announce
and writings of Shakespeare,
the object of next Monday s Cab
,c» Co sb<J>0 ^ Baltic. Once the British fleet inet
Replacing Miss Ferster in the
which was made from a pair large audience to hear the speak This club, one of the oldest in San
ment in the April 5 Weekly.
and
Council
meeting,
tne
taks through the CopenhagenJ. C. English department will be
ers,
alumni
have
been
urged
to
If
the
books
are
not
returned
( t e It*
of
his
skis.
Jose,
holds
a
Shakespearean
group has been reading about tne
Miss Justin Van Gundy, whose
i la'mo wall, Germany will be ih structure and relationship of var
soon, it will be necessary to
The next meeting of the club invite their friends, even though meeting annually and has invited
Hate to have to say it, but
Plight.
appointment takes effect this
put all the books on the rent
ious parts of the S.C.A. in a C.O.P. cinch notices are being will be held next Monday eve they may not be Pacific alumni, Miss Breniman as their guest
R®n action finally came in booklet put out by the National
September,
al
shelf
back
of
the
desk.
to
the
sessions.
speaker
this
year.
ning.
given out today.
tinned on page 2, column 5) Y.W.C.A. Council.
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Success Predicted
Petrified Forest*

VETERANS
HEADLINE
NEW PLAY

Debate Tour
Is Nearly
Over

New Honor
Comes to
Professor

PRIZE CASE
BULGES
AFTER TOUR

Vocational
Conference
to Be Held

PSA PREXY?

GRAS SAID
FINEST
YET HELD

Tuition Will
C.O.P. Alumni Be $8 a
Hold Annual
Unit
College in L.A.

Treasure Island
Awards Issued

Ski Club Banquet

Miss Breniman
Speaks on
Shakespeare

AIR SCRIPT
BY PHIFER

LIBRARY BOOKS
STILL GONE
Miss Ferster
Resigns
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Ah, you are beautiful my love;
ah, you are beautiful!
Your eyes are doves
behind your veil.
Your hair is like a flock of goats,
streaming down from Mount Gilead.
—Song of Songs 4:1.

FEATURE

Reprinted from the American Translation of the Bible.
Copyright 1935 by the University of Chicago.
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And so another Mardi Gras goes down in Pacing
leaving behind
history leaving
Deninu memories
memuiicc that
— can be -—
repiapJ
only by next year's celebration . . - and at that '
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wonder if any year could ever compare with the

Gras of last Friday night. . . ^
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EVER FORGET
. . the smile of the
r"'
the evening CHARMIAR
as the silver crown was C]
upon her head . . . those1'
on
standing costumes worn - -0|lt
signed by LOIS WHEELER
MARION AKERS
the
"till
placed halo on DON M CK IM"'

As is to be expected, there is
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Scott was prominent in the Pa-the 1940 pricementPlaCement of MISS ELEANOR Mcf
season.
Faculty Adviset

k^ J*J&

KapP'

udent

Vote

MARTIANS ENJOY
C. O. P. BLOWOUT

Faculty Club
to Receive
Seniors

ARE YOU

CHOIR ENJOYS HECTIC
BUT VALUABLE WEEK
SOUTHLAND

Busiines

Track Morale

V,;"r

S.C.A. STUDIES
UNEMPLOYED
YOUTH

gh+;,

R

Independence

i

\

NETMEN

BEAT C. O. P.
be
acei
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Blocking <
Tigers Is
Still Bad

Tigers Break Even in
Two Matches
During Past Week

^31 Aggi<
°1 idleness,
leldsen's
Junior College
College
wimming team win g0 at last
>nto action this afternoon against
the University of California Aggies at the long-course pool in
Davis. Due to their long rest
?ri +Ub splash crew is in peak
and is exPected to beat
tn i
the Farmers by ^
a WWOC
close score.
Today will mark the first race
Of the four-man 400-yard relay
team in competition. This team
record has already shattered the
200-yard record, and
are considunu ait
®r®d able to lower the present
rd mark below four minThe record stands now at
4:09.3. Ralph Wright,
YVAigm, Stockton
^TOCKton
Highs Interscholastic Champion
of last year is favored to lower
at least one of the present free
style marks.
After this week-end the Cubs
will meet San Jose State Varsity
on the 19th and Menlo Junior
College on the 26th.

Alumni Begin Training
for Annual Game

With but two more week*
A return match with the Cali- spring drill remaining betore the
h
e
•
"th 1 qUee
tennis team is c l a s s i c V a r s l t v v « c
grid-fest rv, u fl Sen,orAlumni
in bN CAS]ihe<1U,ed f°r the CoUe*e of the commenced putting^ hi?
1 *as Place f*°inc tenn,s team tomorrow on
through intensive scrim^°Se ou ihe Pacific courts at ten o'clock. niages.
;Lj^d "i' Earlier In the week the Aggies new pass plays
the mVve the Ben&als a five to two plavT
?S received several
nslstln£ mostly
fKlN^ihumping: at Davis. Coach Kjeld- usual
0f the
cut-backs and
: look ^n wlU Probab'.v use: Marcello usual array of
itl
aid showhl'm'P6^ Doug Sabiston, Herm quick-openings, but a couple of
hazing beeT",®l8e> I ew Morrill, and Gene new pass plays have been dream
babes i
Ian Hutcheon, Sandy "senH" KV^uCh 3,76 deSiSned to
n arrrjpin^t.
send both spectator and ball
a
r
er
vJl
m s fu" carrier. They will bolster the
and jo The Tigers turned in a victory
^N:E HUljiast
HUliiast Saturday
»aturaay against the South trtcksmCreaSing bag °f Sta^
o
Tt»
.* J>. ' I 'annin f"'1 , ,
_ f /m .
JIMMcSide ,Tennis Club of Stockton,
Outstanding performances
c*v
^'1
1':e,r,^n0r six
M
•-! *TEBBITSJ ginning
matches 4.-.
to four.
The
In the scrimmages of the past
Usue1
'
amour!
viij match was in the nature
* ** of
va a
ex
week have been the vicious
practice session for the varsity.
tackling of guard Willis Boy-J'TfON
*'
1DU
tfiGIES DROP TWO
arski, and the brilliant run
ind TOrsi Marcello Umipeg lost to Art
ning and kicking of Dale HalShock efupper,
• --- well
" -known Stockton
bert, who appears to be some
iu
what faster afoot than during
an player, by the scores of 6-2, 6-4,
?r>sor ng
previous campaigns.
wh n the feature match of the
6
UnfoKouth Side match
Vast improvement has been
appeared iU_ Tbe
tri
noted in every department except
to 'hT^ fir
l The Davis
Davis trip
resulted In
blocking, but a devout Tiger fan
aCTera Cens°re the first Aggie'victory
. over
sair as a the
- B
—
. in
. many years.
named Lapidus was overheard as
als
it
saying, "Phooey, da blocking is
T Cm'
found Bill Hapgood
shteenking like herring yet."
f
read t'-ig and dropped the
he vay RH
INJURY BUG
match
6-2,
6-4,
to
!, d,dj you pa
A recurrence of an old shoulder
ie star. Sandy Treinjury will keep Harris Fine on
• • • • to bo:
s the only singles
•yone, guessin
the shelf for the remainder of
for the Tigers depractice.
Those also on the in
thq identit
Stan Brown 6-4, 6-4,
jured list are Clint Ward and
wasimade u
veil played match,
Bill Johnson, who have sustained
turned out t
ipindt and Doug Saknee injuries, and the rotund
GENEVIEV]
teamed together to
a ouif opinio
Doug Vierra, who is nursing
*
he second doubles
charley-horse.
've]y • . . Oj
from Andrews and
The Alumni-Senior team
ek 10 TON
in 6-4, 4-6, 6-2.
staged its first workout Tues
TE MEYEj
day night. Among the "old
CHI® on th tn: viies
Side Singles: Tupper
vets" presently accustoming
'ay o.j decon
• peg, 6-2, 6-4, (S); Tesch
themselves to their old togs
seen
som
i.ston, 6-2, 6-2, (S); Mead
are "Firefly" O-Hare, Irvin
vote for to
Grubbs, Clem Swaggerty,
bpindt, 6-2, 7-5, (S); Hutchlight goes t
8U S
on d"f- Peterson, 6-3, 6-1, (P);
"Corky" Cortez, Bob Coe, Jo
anJ j Arr'
McWilliams, Dick Bentley,
Trezise def. W. Tope, 6-4, 6-4,
and R. P. Boomer.
i pi; Morrill def. Bruzzone, 6-2,

\

are DIETTJ
OM I OLTOl

'

'

'
Tupper-Tope def.
ERSCN an I'mipeg-Hutcheon, 2-6, 6-2, 6-4,
).
iS); Sabiston-Spindt def. TeschnnH
lDto«~P«et»on. 5-7, 62, 7-5. IP);
Lati i Qut>i Fuller-Trezise def. Mead-Bruzlcs snmetimzone- 4'6' 6"4' 6"3' (P)*
isn't the on' Cal A^ie Singles: Hapgood
CABPELLi^t- Umipeg, 6-2, 6-4, (CA);
[pate n the! Burns def. Sabiston, 6-0, 6-2,
•veek for fm 'CA); Jenkins def. Hutcheon,
ask' CH\76'2. 6-1. <CA); Bridge def. Spindt,
IB RAJ
RANK 6-4, (CA); Trezise def.
ld ROD
V
DENNIS ail Brown. 6-4, 6-4, (P).
Doubles: Hapgood-Jenkins def.
Umipeg-Hutcheon, 8-6, 6-2, (CA);
Spindt-Sabiston def. AndrewsArakelan, 6-2, 4-6, 6-2, (P).
o—
Doubles:

'

r- Nessler'

Placer J. C.
Meets Local
Netmen
Browne Returns to
Form, Others Improve

Placer Junior College will fur
nish the opposition for the Stock
ton Junior College tennis team
this afternoon at two o'clock on
the Pacific courts. The locals are
rapidly improving and figure to
make an impressive showing this
afternoon.
WIN EIGHT
Last Tuesday the Cubs met the
Lodi High School tennis team and
handily won the match eight
matches to one playing on the
LeBam fron]"© U Til 3ITI6 fit
Pacific courts. A return match
psychology ii
will be played with the Flames
later on in the season at Lodi.
Stewart Browne displayed
1
in It". beforf
improved form and had little
dth's p,';ychoi w m n e r s Eligible for
trouble in disposing of Bill
Johnson, Lodi ranking man.
i
n
, b e g i v e n at N.F.L. Nationals
by the scores of 6-2, 6-0. Bill
3f the Admin'
Hunefeld, Wilfred Traphagand ail stu Northern California's second
en, Hugh Hutchins, and Ben
re inviled tc annual state high school debate
Hamm also displayed a bet
tournament opens on the Pacmc
ter brand of tennis than they
• is nowi on a campus this afternoon, with conhave been playing.
Bud
Smith had an off day and had
ir, having just elusions in all events due tomorthe misfortune to lose the
State College row m0rning.
only match. In the doubles
^vay to .5acra-EL1GIBLE
matches he came back strong
Will spe'ak at The local tournament has been
teamed with Hutchins to win
authorized by the National ni
in straight sets.
versity Extension Association an
Stockton
High School will fur
Laa
a
• r.
the National Forensic
g ®nish
opposition
for the locals next
'TIC©'*
W i n n e r s a r e e l i g i b l e f o r t h e N . week. Coach Dashiell
hopes to
F. L. national tournament, to be wipe out the defeat the Tarzans
held this year in Terra Haute, plastered on the Cubs earlier in
- 0n wSi , ia Indiana.
. ,
beerl 1 Competition will be held in th the season.
a . „ ® fields of debate, oratory, extem- SUMMARY
Singles: Browne def. Johnson
Associa i0n'j Pore, and humorous, dramatic, 6-2, 6-0 (SJC); Hunefeld def. Fer.. and oratorical declamation
dun 6-3, 6-2 (SJC); Traphagen
-t of P^fHigTschools entering teams in def Gerando 7-5, 6-1 (SJC); Crete
def. Smith 7-5, 6-3 (L); Hutchins
"S't "St. »< def. Guilfoyle 6-4, 5-7, 6-2 (SJC);
Hamm def. Crosby 6-2, 2-6, 6-1
r-i/l Y - ~ "" " ' n % oS. <SJC)b.
m
Doubles: Browne - Traphagen
? Edlt<T Stockton; Lodi; Tamalpias, Es- def. Johnson-Crete 6-0, 7-5 (SJC);
Hunefeld - Dedrick def. Ferdun'2-6I46
calon; and Ripon.
Gerando 6-0,2-6,6-3 (SJC); Smithir *Su.tDen.ry d eigh. 6eb,«e Hutchins def. Polunske - Stewart
HlanaO
2-251°
...ml tops the list, with S»ta 6-2, 8-6 (SJC).

J

High School

^¥±j::bpens Here

S
r
s
, ,
:„s
',&3. .-S**;
pirsTr7fw
4.
chould own and
ana
should

as. ,st, ing champion i< »'
ered
r

0t>e

ha

<L#1'TeYtrd.01rty-o»e debate
- teams, twenty-six orators, twe ve
extemporaneous speakers, ana
ions
twenty-eight in the various divis•itd ions of declamation. Tweive: ora
tors represent Modesto, with six
Rates- w
from Lowell.
o
144°

FOUR-HOUR
SERVICE
At Stockton's Most
Up-To-Date Dry
Cleaning Plant

DU BOIS
DRY CLEANERS
Harding and

El Dorado

Te|. 5-5383

pro* Golfers Win
HOver Aggies
Playing without the guidance
of the athletic department a g
squad composed of Pacl.flc.^"'
dents downed a Cal Aggie team
•1 to 2 Saturday. Best score o
fFe^ toe day was had- by IJjMgj;
^
.1
playibf
01 Pacific
Facmc pw'e.
, 4
Makeup Strobel, Morse winning 5 and 4
», ^ s
with a 2 over par 72.

,caW'

close matches from their Mus
•tang opponents, white G®°r®e
IValdy and Dave Brownell lost.

COMPLETE CAKE,
PASTRY AND
DELICATESSEN
Open Evening* and All Day
v
Sunday.

Experience

r::

A

Ch

el+hree weeks

Counts!

BILL
BIDDICK

ELECT

IRVING
S

P
R
A
G

for

P S A PRESIDENT

Now Playing

TO THE

"BROTHER RAT
AND A BABY"

Pviscilla Lane - Wayne Morrla
—anil—

PUBLICATIONS

"A CHILD IS BORN"
Gernldine Pitagerald
Jeffrey Lynn
NEXT ATTRACTION

Administrator-

COMMITTEE

"VIRGINIA CITY"-

FOR

Erroll Flj-nn - Mtrinni Hopkln*
—and—

"THE INVISIBLE MAN
RETURNS"

Speakcr-

1940-41

Leader-

ELECT

LES DOW
to the

EX. COMMITTEE

Add Color to
the
Ex. Committee

"Another Year lor An
Experienced Man"

V O T E FOR

PERSONABLE
INTELLIGENT
ALERT!

ELECT

HOWARD LEWIS

Willie Boyarsky

ior
Publications Committee

Keep Yelling

A BUSINESS HEAD
WITH EXPERIENCE

with

SUPPORT
That
Personable
Gal

BOYD
THOMPSON
— Yell Leader —

Elect

FRAN
BRANSTAD

A Qualified
Candidate

for

MARGO
McINTYRE

EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE

+0 the

o

The only girl who has the
100% hacking of all
women 'sorganizations

CAST YOUR BALLOT
FOR BRANSTAD!

PUBLICATIONS
COMMITTEE
2 Years on the WEEKLY Staff
I Year on the NARANJADO
IM

Elect

JERE
TILSON
+0 thl

EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE
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ie Talent Scouts to
ir Faculty Extravaganza

, BOOM THOSE CHEERS!

Effervescent

Dynamic

not be good, but we'll be loud" is the somepromise being made by the six prospec3n Leighs and Clark Gables of our here-to-fore
lv dignified and sagacious faculty.
iL wui be the faculty's annual dramatic aturst into the limelights
r such current Little the staging of "No! Not the Rus
oductions as "Step 'n' sians!" The singing and dancing
routines are said to be especially
"Petrified Forest."
arduous and worthy of mention.
. DRAMA
as it that at least three Such new song-hits as "She'll Be
ion picture companies Com'n Down the Levee When
/e purchased $-25 tick- She Comes" and "Shuffle Off to
ire planning to send Buffalo" are being rehearsed al
scouts to Pacific's as- most nightly.
igram next Thursday DESTINED FOR SUCCESS
view this profoundly
If the effervescent chanting of
mellow-drama, com- a ditty about Copperopolis, or
i rected by Prof. E. R. the weird shrieking and excited
ititled "No! Not the quality of the tones escaping
from the second floor of Ander
rold Rogers met with son Hall these nights—if any of
d of talent scouts and this noise is associated with the
lywood, followed soon coming extravaganza, the fac
ggs and more recently ulty's attempt toward drama is
Eberg. Well, the fac- destined for success.
lly not to be outdone
mgsters, have taken
lorn-rimmed glasses,
ieir hair (or hairs),
decided that they too
aorous screen heroes
;. Anyway they have
eUouS

CHUCK WOOD
YELL LEADER
'Something Worth Cheering
About—and FOR"

EL DORADO MEAT MARKET
TO THE WISE BUYER—

PINOCCHIO"

SHERWOOD
NORTON
RETURN

EX. COMMITTEE

Competent
Pacific's Publicity
Director

STAN VAUGHN
For
TREASURER OF P. S. A.
A QUALIFIED BUSINESS MAJOR

Accountant

JEAN
STRONG
Vice President

SEVENTEEN"

Pacific Student
Association
•

PUBLICATIONS
COMMITTEE

>UR

GENIAL GENE
ROTSCH

PSA. EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE

and

PORT SHIRTS

VOTE FOR

BILL LUNT
for

PUBLICATIONS
COMMITTEE
An Experienced Candidate

For the Best
in A. W. S.

P. S. A.
Publications
Committee

•

Experienced
Capable

MMING CAPS
NNIS SHOES
NIS BALLS
TO SUPPLIES

P. S. A.
SECRETARY

Get in the Groovel

s officially here now
0 foolin'! Big days
1 the old swimming
the tennis courts and
anyplace!

Joyce
Wiggins

tor

to the

ELECT

ASSOCIATION

BOB MONOGAN

ELECT

Student

PACIFIC STUDENT

V

to

WRITE IN

SECRETARY

Capable — Earnest

ALLEN BREED

Pb- 5-5018

—and—

/e Told
'ou So!

WRITE IN

the MAN li

NIELSEN BROTHERS

31 N. El Dorado

'eatnre-Length Cartoon

ACKIK COO#^R
BETTY FIELD

FOR

Soph Prexy

,

Mnrt« Saturday

1940

We Invite comparison of Quality and Price
with any wholesaler In Stockton.

Experienced

t'OULD DISOWN?
i, , originally written to
p
• n New York, has been
;ilVu!ly adapted to Stockton
•i ,tit, that even the author
bna'ole to recognize it
• , we hear. Members
refuse to divulge the
me, not even to trustLY reporters,
on which has leaked
er, concedes that the
in the play resemble
of the You-Can't-Takeu—Or-Could-You? vanbers of the cast in'ather—A. C. Gerould,
s to be a painter, a
cky type — and the
ss Grace Cornog, who,
a painter, completes a
e while doing her
tsecleaning.
U
INGS
r lie have two sons and
; in addition to their
i •
d brushes. Miss Caros is the ethereal young
the remarkable fam,
ely serious-minded and
only in reciting poetry
. till night. Prof. RichIds pViys the part of
• • who also paints, and is atijamas throughout the
other son, a singer, is
by Prof. Allen "Rocks"
do
o will make his debut
1 operatic soprano next
morning. So much re' ,; been given to Nelson
ate thatfthe clear, vie of Prof. Waldo has
ely not had the pub- i 'i,i t it deserves.
R GIRL TYPE
h member of the cast
eanor McCann, who as
s is head of the solid
department of the
Junior College of Pa
rty-five years of age
itdoor girl, she adores
mountain-climbing, and
mmin:/—over on the levee, of
liss McCann Is said to
art well.
als have been under
eeks in preparation for

12,

EX. COMMITTEE

ELECT

I Not the Russians!" Given
jsembly by All-Star Cast

ArlUL

Leadership
ELECT

ADRIAN
SQUIRES
President

Reliable
Industrious

of
the

.!

•

•

at

COLLEGE
OKSTORE
The Campus
For You"

VOTE FOR A ~
SOCIAL LEADER

Publications

Associated Women
Students

•PKK ALUMS
PLAN MEET
S. F.
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Several members of the Tau
attend the
KapP» Kappa will
nimnae Reunion to be held in
J, Francisco this week-end.

Petrified Forest Will
Be Theatre Party
Fare for Teachers

^n'alumnae breakfast will be
vvill'^enterta
in for
id'at 10-'00 a- m- on Sunday in number, will
entertain
'"'H
aA
t15 •— at Hotel Leamington. their supervising teachers
and
r^ m°rticipants of the reunion"will principals this evening The n™
a
thprnsolvps
until
A-nn
O
f
Pfn'a'muse themselves until 4:00 gram, under the chairmanship of
tllw # ^ the
,
*
m when they will gather at Marguerite Ftzei
Etzel, is planned
to
r. ^ * OlJ
P' home of Dr. and Mrs. Cllf'is
„
Play'''Petrified6 For°
ln San Leandro for est," and the party will adjourn
>« 5 s N 10frdto"flutson
the Play to Epsilon house
which husbands and boy _,
», °ONi v i
where the serving committee
Ct>A % Jfends are alsoJnvlted
Tau Kappa Kappa held Its made up of student^teachers'wUl
use rneeting last eve- serve the
t.hp guests,
omoe+o
of
i eehly h°
iv
ing at the home of Mrs. Eliza
have been issued to
?• xX beth Spafford, alumnae of the theLimitations
following supervising teach
ers: Misses Betty Jean Ashley,
housefii
P Anderson, Louise Bas*52^' s!
r4'4\'.,)
sette, Ellen Buckley, Margaret
°MI
S^
Conroy, Dorothy Christman, Con
Pi Kappa Lambda
stance McLaughlin, M a u r e e n
i ^ICk"'''
,.K ^4
Moore, Evelyn Moran, Geraldine
N1 Initiates Tonight
> u.
Fat ton, Margaret Rasmussen,
pi Kappa Lambda, national Eileen Twohey, Ann Waldie, Ella
music society, will hold Lehr, Edna Hooper, Kathryn
<^1, honorary
jts annual dinner and initiation Kemp, Hazel Lewis, Nora McAnr btaLH
#v. re»tt
at seven this evening in Modesto drews Lovena Dodd, and Golden
Grimsley; Mesdames Carolyn
Taza's restaurant.
„,"bet."'O.,1
HJ j,Bachelor
of Music candidates Daley, Ruth Declusin, Evelyn
ho * from the class of 1940 who were Inglass, Virginia Mitscher, Macli» ?pkto elected recently are Charlotte Powell, Aimee Eaton, Alice Eng
*?
(o ^
land, Marguerite Fernando, Sadie
Smith and Clayton A. Long.
aKlin
Laura Lee Berryman Paddock G r a d y , K i r t l e y , a n d C a p p s ;
it
•34 was elected from the group of Messrs. L. A. Farrar, John M.
Klv f ;
1loobyar, Elwood House, Jerry
"the^ graduate students and will come Keithley, Fred K. Spooner, and
Urkh *1] down from her home in Ukiah
<li<l
Charles Hamilton; Messrs. and
for the initiation.
IUg»
Mesdames R. L. Garretson, Wen
•»«q evp>v^ a
p
' yoiy»
dell P. Hawkinson, David H.
*> the^
Smith, and Edward Esser.
Co-ed in Hospital
Student teachers entertaining
"Ich V'0^®
are Lucille Anderson, Roy Berry,
her th! turn« at Martinez
Bernlce Brown, Patricia Carson,
who ln N
0® Effie Calderwood, sophomore Yolanda Craviotto, Mary Jane
«• lovely.
student at Stockton Junior Col Dashiell, Betty Dixon, Marguerite
[ '^We*k t« lege and resident of Manor Hall, Etzel, Bette Flickinger, Lois Ge• BFm J is confined to a Martinez hospi nochio, Jean Goodwin, Trevor
tal with appendicitis. She will be Griffiths, Gabe Hausladen, Jeanne
RITCHIE
able to return to school in about Honsberger, Arlis Kaneda, Anida
Way 0j
u ° ve seen it
six weeks.
Kolb, Fred McCan, Jean Morrall,
• °»r vote i
;
crviK
*• «MAN 1"
and

UOIND
.

HOOL
tho^ deeidlngt,

MSH,RK

ARE YOU R E A D Y F O R

diet" are

and TOM™,
ANMesos
m « wmai.lwood ..i
RBUCR MOKKHEAD) to |j ]
••"Hrt Hilly of the Utli
• em In I*on Angeles ...
. . . for singing wasn't ft
Activity
thfi A
< HOIK did participate
trip In I» A. last week,
• her Information .ask
I.OTTT -sMITH,
KOI
DALE* or JOHN DENS
MARGE I.EE.
o

TVIMITIES
SPUN RAYONS
SHARKSKINS
SHEERS
EMBROIDERED
VOILES

,KAN

:f

COTTONS GALORE!
PRINTS

u

and
PLAIN COLORS

R

Crawf0rd' and Jane

^rdan.

^ ?frS' Marion Pease, as the distudent teachers, is supervising the entertainment. Stud,ent teachers on the serving and
clean-up committee are Pat Carson, Betty Dixon, Mary Jane
Dashiell, Lucille Anderson, Gayle
Rawles, and Pat Railsback.

Archania
Basement
Complete
Alpha Kappa Phi fraternity
celebrated the completion of re
decorating their basement last
Thursday evening, following the
regular business meeting, by
holding a buffet supper. The
affair was attended by the fra
ternity as a whole and several
alumni were also present to aid
in the festivities.
Under the direction of Richard
Toms the dinner was enjoyed by
all present. The dinner consisted
of cold meats, Italian style mac
aroni, sandwiches, potato salad,
cakes, and coffee. Toms was as
sisted by Dave Gay, Dean Gay,
Jere Tilson, Duane Sewell, and
Floyd Swagerty.
After the dinner was consumed
the Members played various
games and entered into discus
sions of the future policies of
the fraternity. Serving as the
clean up committee were the new
pledges: Gene Willson, Glen
West, Marion Timm, Joe Loftus,
Bob Dewey, Stanton St. Peter, A1
Gossett, Ernie Haas, James Black,
George Cline, Bob Meyers, and
Gordon Bourne.

FROSH DANCE
The Frosh Kids Dance held
this evening will not be a
sport dance. A kid's costume
will be necessary to gain en
trance.

BETTY DIXON, Editor

By CLAYTON LONG
Music Critic
From all reports, Klamath
Falls, Ore., is still vibrating to
the mellow sweetness left behind
by Dean J. G. Elliott, Miss Fran
ces Bowerman, Norman Lamb,
and Bob and Barbara Harrison,
who journeyed to the timbertown last Monday to play and
sing for a Woman's Library Club
convention.
Practically two pages of the
city's daily bleat were given over
to pictures and stories about the
musical contingent from Stock
ton. The affair takes place an
nually.
Next Tuesday night at 8:15 the
Second Senior Recital of the cur
rent season will materialize, with
three exceptionally capable fouryear folks making their last ap
pearance in that official capacity.
They are: Jean Morrall, pianist;
Charlotte Smith, vocalist; and
Herman Sapiro, pianist. Prof.
Wilhelmina Harbert, musical so
ciologist of the Conservatory fac
ulty, will accompany Charlotte.
The program is ultra:
I
Sonata Op. 27, No. 2..Beethoven
Adagio sostenuto
Allegretto
.
Presto agitato
Miss Morrall
II
L'heure exquise
Poldowski
L'Echelle d'amoui;
Luzzatti
Depuis le Jour (from "Louise")
Charpentier
Miss Smith
III
Marche
Prokofieff
Reflections in the Water Debussy
Malaguena
Lecuona
The Rug-Cutter
IV
Magdalen at Michael's Gate
Lehmann
Memories ... .Jessie Moore Wise
The Window Pane
La Forge
When I Love You
Cole
Charlotte
V
Polonaise in C sharp minor
Chopin
Lotus Land
Cyril Scott
Seguidilla
Albeniz
Jean

SPORT — AFTERNOON — EVENING

Hosiery, Lingerie, Accessorial
third floor

CLARA E. BILLETER

2051 PACIFIC AVE.

>r G. H. LeBart,
iment of psycM
College in Bosto
"Pleasing P®
to Obtain It"
phin* Smith's I
this morning-lire Is to be P
oom 209 of the
ding. and
ited are invi
I-eBarf is no'
1,our. W*
esno State
n his way«
_ v.
he will s?

Business and Professional Directory
Forty-Nine Drug Co.
Main & El Dorado, Ph. 2-4893
Poplar & Yosemlte, Ph. 2-5143
Everything to be found in a
First-Class Pharmacy

For better

business

positions

H U M P H R E Y S
(Since 1896)
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Fully Accredited—NAACS
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for the

BLEWETT'S
FOR DELICIOUS
FROSTED MALTS
and

FRESH FLAVORS DAILY
2017 PACIFIC AVE.
ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
BOCK
GRAVEL

BOSTONIAN
Fit Right — Feel Right
They're Walk-Fitted

ICE CREAM

JEWELERS

BOB 'S

COLLEGE
FLOWER
SHOP

Supply Milk

PACIF'£
Bit

FARMS

339 East Main Street

"The Taste Will Tell"
ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

DUNNE
SHOE CO.
330 E. Main St.

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966

BOB'S BARBER SHOP
ON PACIFIC AVE.

Sat.—Sun.—Mon.—Tues.

Hawaii Skates ...

An ice skating class has been I
organized at the University of
Hawaii for all who wish to join.
For a country so unused to ice
it must be a thrill to take over
an old American custom. The
best of luck, Hawaii, and take the |
curves easy.

GRAND OPENING OFFER!
FREE—One Baby Brownie Camera with the Purchase of
10 Gallons of Gasoline or More on
FRIDAY, SATURDAY and SUNDAY,
APRIL 12, 13, 14

All Genuine White Buck - - 8.95

T H E UJOIIDER
mo kd M*;-. s*«*

2105 Pacific Ave.

Phone 2-9400.

M«M

VOTE FOR

BEN HAMM
for

At the Opening of

C & R SUPER SERVICE
STATION

STOCKTON

EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE
'A Good Boy For A Good Spot'

WRITE IN

Vote For

"First Love"
For A. W. S.

Deanna Durbin

"Young Buffalo
Bill"

SIBLEY E. BUSH

Roy Rogers

2302 Pacific Avenue

Wed.—Thurs.—Frl.

SMILING SHELL
SERVICE

"Four Wives"

Lubrication By
Roy "Chopper" Cooper

'East of Chicago'

Priscilla Lane
Jeffrey Lynne

VICE-PRESIDENT

JEAN
FERGUSON

Phyllis
Grimshaw

for

Bob Montgomery

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.
•DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

PAT DUNLAP
Campus Representative

109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613

HONEST SAM
$ CHANEY $

P.S.A.
SECRETARY

FOR

BLUE RIBBON
Dairy Products
Serve Pacific

Stockton, California

448 West Fremont

Office:

Phone 8-8613

830 S. California

6.95

TIGRESS COLOGNE
FOR THE PACIFIC CO-ED

GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

2014 Pacific Ave.

Campus
Oxford

Featuring-

CHINESE, AMERICAN
LUNCHES — DINNERS

TRY THE

buSS

iual ^ot

KfTCWiH

CORSAGES?

hiV^

Christian/^

FRIEDBERGER'S

CWKESS

Ph. 3-0451

School of Business

PSA MEMBER
All Makes of Radios
Radio Players, Records

It Will Be Waffles
to Eat for Dance
Guests at House

In a beautiful ceremony on
March 30, Mr. Robert Noall
Blewett took as his bride Miss
Escorting them will be Leslie
Tomorrow's the night and Ome
Virginia Weston. The wedding
took place in the Paul Eugene ga Phi Alpha is the place, for it Knoles, Jerry Cicinato, George
is then and there that members Atkins, Doug Cossitt, Lauren
Weston home at 5 East Harding of that house, their pledges, and Handley, Rhys Smith, Tom Bol
Way. Officiating was the Rev their guests will enjoy an infor ton, Dick Collett, Dick Morrall,
An appropriate theme of "Star erend George Pratt, rector of St. mal dance and waffle party.
Allen Breed, Clinton Ward, Bill
lit Hour" will be the setting of John's Episcopal Church.
Flowers and greenery In the Scott, Boyd Thompson, Jack
Yates, Sam Cheney, Irving Fritz,
the Pan-Hellenic formal dance to
Mr. Weston gave his daughter mode of spring will transform Willis Boyarsky, Doug Nelson,
the
rooms
of
the
fraternity
and
be Saturday evening, April 27, in in marriage before the fireplace keynote the decorative scheme.
Bill Toland, Bob Cook, Joe Tu
of the living room, draped with
the Clark Hotel.
From nine until one o'clock, dor, Harry DuPraw, Gil Hansen,
In a nocturnal setting of blue panels of white satin which fell the merrymakers will enjoy ra Bob Downs, Roy Berry, Herm
from the ceiling to the floor and
Gaumnitz, Dort Hudson, Jules
and silver, Herman Sapiro's or were bordered by garlands of dio dancing to the music of the Perrin, Jack Tulloch, Lloyd Heb
big name bands of the airlanes.
chestra will play for dancing white flowers. At either side
bron, Hugh McWilliams, Ray
Les Knoles, president of the
from 9:00 to 1:00 a. m. In keep stood candelabra holding white fraternity, has appointed Clinton Jones, Kip Bralye, Bill Biddick,
Ben Ham, Bill Dean, and Trevbr
ing also with the theme will be tapers.
Ward general chairman for the
With her gown of white satin, evening. Assisting Mr. Ward will Griffiths.
the dance bids.
Patrons and patronesses who
General chairman for the dance fashioned on princess lines with be Ray Leonhauser, John Mitch
is Pat Seavers. Her committees a train, the bride wore a long ell and Bob Stefan planning the will be guests of the fraternity
include: Decorations, Pat Carson, white tulle veil. The headdress decorations; Jim Lyons in charge tomorrow night will be Dr. and
Jane Ketman, Melba Jean Loyd, was a halo of precious old point of music; Boyd Thompson ar Mrs. J. R. Arnold, Dr. and Mrs.
and Betty Fink; refreshments, lace, a gift of her aunt, Mrs. L. ranging the refreshments; and Gordon Patton, and Mrs. Cora
Lucille Wilson, Anne Hodgkins, W. Thayer of Inverness. Her Ted Stewart, Bill Scott, Tom Bol Lynch.
Pledges of the house will be
Bernadine Badger, and Lois Bug- only ornament was the string of ton, and Jack Yates also helping
on hand to see that waffles are
bee; bids, Jean Arnot, Sarah pearls which was the wedding with the plans.
Cameron, Phyllis Grimshaw, and token of her bridegroom.
Bea McCarl, Pat Seavers, Dor served during the evening.
Six attendants, all in apricot- othy Fitzgerald, Phyllis Dodge,
Eleanor Sheppard.
Place, Marguerite Etzel, Fran pink gowns, came down the stairs Chyrl Michel, Betty Connors, De- New Coach . . .
cis Branstad, Betty Dixon, and ahead of the bride as the strains Etee Hamsher, Georgina Wood,
Marty Brill, the greatest block
Lois Mae Ventre; music, Betty of "Lohengrin" sounded. Honor Barbara Laddon, Margie McDon ing back to wear the uniform of
ald,
Jeanne
Hebbron,
Rosemary
Behney, Beverly Wright, Alice attendants were Miss Harriet
Notre Dame was announced the
Keehner, and Virginia Chapman. Holt and Mrs. John Walter Schu- Wherry, Margaret Middleton, Su successor of Michael Pecarovich
ler. Misses Bettie Moore, An zanne White, Barbara Glvvons, as head football coach at Loyola
nette Vollmann, Jane Zitlau, and Marguerite Etzel, Reva Abrams, University. The announcement
Carolyn Malone were the brides Margaret Trabert, Barbara Fer was made at a late hour Thurs
>ove Is Subject
guson, Jean Morrall, Betty Dahlmaids.
gren, Jane Abbott, Celia Cress, day, April 4. Brill is still remem
Standing
with
the
bridegroom
bered as a member of Knute
of LQL Meet
were his brother, Mr. Stephen E. Jackie Burton, Roberta Ball Ber Rockne's 1930 squad which made
ry, Lois Bugbee, Katherine KuiBlewett,
and
his
close
friend,
Mr.
"Love" will be the topic of dis
vala, Kay Burrell, Leslie Knoles, history as the nearest thing to
cussion led by Ralph Householder William H. Woodward.
Mary Ricke, and Frances Hull the Four Horsemen. In one game
Mrs. Weston was in a gown of will be among the co-eds present he made five touchdowns, an inthis Sunday evening at the week
blue
lace,
and
her
flowers
were
ly meeting of the Life Questers
1 cident from gridiron tradition.
for the affair.
League of Central Methodist pink camillias. The Bridegroom's
Church.
The meeting starts mother was gowned in cham
promptly at six p. m.
pagne crepe.
Mr. and Mrs. Blewett will live
THE ORIGINAL AND GENUINE
servatory is being pointed toward in Stockton, where the bride
April 23rd at which time the an groom is practicing law. He is
nual Spring Orchestra Concert a graduate of Stanford Univer
with Naoum Blinder, concertmas- sity, and was a member of Theta
ter of the S. F. Symphony Orches Xi fraternity, Delta Theta Phi,
tra, as soloist.
and the order of the Coif, hon
Every seat in the house will be orary law society. In Stockton
reserved for the event. Dean El he is a member of the 20-30 Club
liott has promised reduced rates and the Masons.
for students, but has not stated
His bride has an A. B. degree
them as yet.
from the College of the Pacific.
This yearly concert is famous Her campus sorority was Alpha
for drawing interested persons Theta Tau. She was also a mem
from a wide radius of territory, ber of the All College Honor So
and has brought to Stockton such ciety. Her town sorority is Lamb
notables as Percy Grainger, etc.
da Theta Phi.

PAUL H. LEONHARD
DISCOUNT TO PSA-ERS
PHONE 2-9230

TRY THE—

'Starlit Hour
Selected PanHell Theme

April 23—the above-mentioned
orchestra doings.
April 30—Third Senior Recital
•featuring Mary Fong, pianist;
Pauline Crawford, soprano; and
some unidentified "piano-player"
who is a Long way off from
amounting to anything.

CLAR-ELISE
DRESS SHOP

JUNIOR
ANIJ MISSES'
DRESSES

Jt

((

Energy these days in the Con- DATE-PAD:

FOR SMART CO-EDS ...

M
M

, Personality
!s Lecture
Topic

^Ulef PJ®rrin- Patricia Railsback,
Gayle Rawles, Leslie Rountree,
Sawyer, Reba Si
Minnie
Sinclair,
^in"ie Sawyer,
Tltherington, Lois Mae
venire, Elaine .Burns
Burns' Pai
Pauline

Miss Weston
Is Lovely
Bride

SOCIETY
PACIFIC
MUSIC
NOTES

PAGE 5

TREASURER
OF

PACIFIC STUDENT ASSOCIATION

ACCURATE
EXPERIENCED
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By BOB CONAWAY

H

Farmers, Tigers
Tangle on Oval

6

Cubs Clash With
Yuba and Placer
All-Around Strength of Jaysees Indicates
Cub Victory; Overconfidence Feared

SMARTER

BOB CONAWAY, Editor

Miller Hangs up 4:28.6
Mile; Final Count
Is 76 to 44

BUD HURRIES

Room and Board, $25 Mo.
Board, $18 Per Mo.

MRS. HOLMAN'S

See FRED GARRISON or
any member of the Co-op

PLATE LUNCHES
DONCTS
SANDWICHES
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

212 FULTON

1003 Pacific Avenue
OPEN ALL NIGHT

Ph. 3-2234

ELECT
THE PRIDE OF
FERNDALE

> transP^

UNION
SERVICE

to the

at

EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE

C. 0. P.'s Headquarters for Gas, Oil and Lubrication

WRITE IN

RE-ELECT
DICK "TRIGGER"

For

Ex. Committee

DWAYNE
MEARS
Efficient - Industrious
You Can't G o
Wrong With
A Man Like

MEARS!

LOOMIS*

• • i

TO PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE
Well Balanced

Versatile

Qualified

For Refreshment and Fellowship

THE CUB HOUSE
Your A. W. S. Tea Room
Employing Student Help

Where Old & New Friends Meet"

OUTSTANDING
RELIABLE
MATURE
MBITIOUS
NONASSUMING

A

LAMB
FOR

PRESIDENT
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Tomasini, Ford and Bonnifield
Set New College Records

When the Tiger tangles with the Mustang tomorrow
afternoon, in Baxter Stadium, the results will be some>
thing to see. This week's contest plans to be a seconij
tight meet with the outcome once again hinging on ^
old life-saver, the mile relay.

Let Lamb Lead!

Announcing

There's no end to the
swell things we could
say . . . and no end
to the nice things
you'll say a b o u t
"Pleat Slack." It's
all a smart trouser
should be, with its
deepfold pleats . . .
its wider knees, nar
rower bottoms . . .
and its low-set belt
loops. What amazing
things "Pleat Slack"
will do to limited
wardrobes! Make It
yours!

Bengals Defeat Panthers
in Season's Opener

Both Coaches Radiate Gloom;
Relay May Again Decide Meet

• The Placer aggregation is usu- squad here by 76-44. In only tjic
As shown in their meet with
ally not a fast team, and was
Nevada, the boys from the teresting event for some "Farm
easily defeated by the Cubs last football throw, In which no jay
"Barn" aire no slouches when it er." The 220 lows still remain
year. In their first meet of the sees competed, and the high jump
Winning the first dual meet season opener since comes to using their own legs. an unknown quantity.
current season they fell to a bal did the prepsters take more than
track was re-inauKurated at Pacific three years ago, the A new Aggie record fell when RHOADES OUT?
anced San Jose freshmen squad. one place.
There is good reason to be.
Tigers came through and tripped up a,n ^eptionally Pastor (Aggies) flashed through
Johnson, by taking a first in the
CLEAN SWEEP
lieye that Ritchie will repeat
the 440 in 50.5. Outside of this
century, installs himself as the
strong
Modesto
Junior
College
squad
to
the
tune
of
Wes Miller showed that he will
his sweep of both the sprints
nothing of great interest took
favorite in this event, Jaysee
04 1-3—66 2-3.
as Rhoades, the Aggie sprint
dashmen J not yet at peak be a force to be reckoned with in
place
except
the
score
of
80-51,
Potentially the best team in*
the coming junior college con
and broad-jump sensation, is
strength.
in which the Mustangs rode
ference meets when he flashed the history of the College," is ny (M), Rogers (P), Lyell (M);
nursing a game leg and was
MILLER STEPPING OUT
rough-shod over the Wolves.
Coach
Jackson's
opinion.
The
time
15.6.
over the mile course in 4:28.6,
The little Bengals are cer
not allowed to compete in his
Javelin
—
Brush
(M),
Oakes
JACKSON
"GLOOMS"
several seconds slower than his Tigers show they are strong in
tain to continue their raid on
last meet.
Coach
Jackson's
outlook
is
(M),
Daubenberger
(M);
distance
interclass time. The only legiti garnering firsts, ten of which
the record books. With fast
once again that of pessimism as
166 feet 4% Inches.
they
captured
last
Friday;
how
mate
clean
sweep
was
the
quar
opposition West Miller is cer
Pole vault—Ford (P), De Ven- he gazes over his charges, name
ever, their five seconds and four
tain to break his recently-es- . ter, when John Brown, Ray
thirds mark them as definitely ney (M); Chenard and Newlee ly, Looney, whose hip injury was BARTH IS
Jones,
and
Bob
Conaway
finished
tablished mile mark and to
(M), tied for third; height 13 further aggravated last week in
in that order. With the condi weak from there down. .
erase Jack Manner's 880-yard
the Modesto meet. This puts NEW
feet
6 Inches.
tioning
of
Charlie
Blackwell,
this
THREE NEW MARKS
mark if he runs that event.
880-yard run —Tomasini (P), "Danny Boy" definitely behind
Three records were hung
John Brown may lower his group should form a formidable
Clayton (M), Hanner (P); time the "eight-ball" as far as this PREXY
quarter record, and may partici mile relay quartet.
up by the Tiger oval artists
meet is concerned. Kenny Rog
1:58.7.
Alan
Philp
and
Don
Sulli
pate in a new mark for the mile
—Tomasini's 1:58.7 in the
Shot put—Merrit (M), Thomp ers, point getter in the 160 highs
Recently elected to lead the
van dominated the weight
relay if the various members of
880, Ford's 13 feet 6 inches
son (M), Gay (P); distance 49 and broad jump, will not be in local chapter of PI Gamma Mu
events, placing one-two in the
the quartet are in top competitive
in the pole-vault, and Bonnitop form as he played the role national honorary social science
feet 4 Inches.
shot and discus. Henry Rufform. Alan Philp and Don Sulli
field's record-breaking throw
220-yard
dash
—
Ritchie
(P),
of blood-donor to a friend hurt in organization, was Bette Barth
foni
of
the
high
school
won
van are waging a battle in the
of 149 feet >/j inch in the
Looney (P), Davidson (M); time an automobile accident this week. who replaces as president, Mar
both sprints in comparative
weights division.
discus, previously held by
A blow to Coach Jackson's snap tin Pulich.
22.4.
ly easy fashion. A three-way
BREADTH, TOO
Dean James Corson.
Two-mile
run
—
Nelson
(P),
py relay team came in Monday's
tie in the high jump among
Vice-president for the coming
Ray Stacy is favored to
Although the relay won the
Martin (M), Delworth (M); time workouts when Ernie Atkinson year is John Immel, who sueDavies, Ogden and Bentz
win the broadjump and may
meet, the deciding factor was the
pulled a muscle. Meanwhile, a ceeds Ingeborg van Loben Sels.
gave the preps six points to
get out over twenty-two feet.
broad-jump, in which the Tiger's 10.45.
High jump—Ford (P), tie for race goes on between Guamnitz
three for the Cubs.
Tom Davies, with a week of
first and second placed them two
Secretary-treasurer Dr. Malcolm
exhaustive practice behind
points behind the Pirates. This second between Welly and Os- and Meyers to decide who will R. Eiselen continues the two-year
SUMMARY
trander
of
Pacific
and
Dauben
fill
Ernie's
shoes.
him, may surprise in the
The meet was close throughout was the set-up for the relay team berger of Modesto; height 5 feet
term of office to which he was
Above is JOHN, "just call me
high jump and pole vault.
RECORDS ON BLOCK
the early events, with the score that won handily in the fast time
elected last year. Elections of
9% inches.
Buddie" BROWN as he paced
Sprinters Greenman and. AlIt seems possible that a
at one time standing 36-35; how of 3:30, featuring Jack Hanner,
the new officers were held at the
220-yard
low
hurdles—Guerny
the Jaysee cindermen to a 76-44
phonse should garner some
few conference records may
ever, the baby Bengals soon who placed himself nicely to (M), Shively (M), Lyell (M);
recent dinner meeting of pj
win over the local high school.
points in the short distances.
go on the block in tomor
turned on the heat. Following is overcome a 12 yard handicap and
Gamma Mu.
The hurdle races will give Stan the complete summarization of give Looney a good lead. Han time 24.7.
Brown set a new J. C. record
row's meet, to-wlt: Tomasini
1,
Discus
throw—Bonnefield
(P),
Cooley
a
chance
to
test
his
hurt
In the quarter, placed second In
ner also placed third in the rec
in the 880, "Snapper" Bonni
the day's events:
Thompson (M), Gay (P); dis
the 220-yard dash, and anchor- leg; however, it is expected that
field sailing the platter, and
Mile run—Miller (JC), Runcie ord-breaking 880.
tance
149
feet
Yx
inch.
Photos Illustrate
Ford who is rapidly showing
TIED UP
lapped the winning relay quartet. he will win without too muc'h (HS), King (JC); time 4:28.6.
Broad jump—Purcell (P), Rog
effort.
Looney, in the 440, with a
class in the pole vault. Ford
100 yard—Ruffoni (HS), GreenINJURIES, TOO
Archeologist's
and Lenahan should finish
man (JC), Stacey (JC); time breeze behind his back, ran the ers (P), Daubenberger (M); dis
in May. His early season mile
As a result of concentratecj 10.4.
first furlong too fast and tied tance 21 feet 11% inches.
one, two in this event provid
Relay—Won
by
Pacific
team
in 4:26.1 will be bettered In the practicing made necessary by the
ing the latter can get back
Lecture
440-yard—Brown (JC), Jones up in the home stretch to place
rain and spring vacation and thq (JC), Conaway (JC); time 52.5. third. Dan is capable of much composed of Atkinson, Hanner,
stiffer meets.
into shape.
short season, many Cubs are
Illustrating his talk with photo
120 high hurdles—Cooley (JC), better performance but has been Tomasini arid Looney.
With Nelson and Hanner in the
Jack Hanner, plodding jay
nursing sore muscles, bruised Ah Tye (HS); time 16.2.
handicapped by a hip-injury and
mile it looks like the Tigers take graphs, Mr. Larue Sorensen
see standby of last season,
bones, and aching feet. Ray
_ 30-yard—Oliver (HS), Thomp lack of practice.
over in this event as well as the spoke on "The Archeological His
has finally boomed into a
Jones is favoring a pair of very son (JC), West (JC); time 2:07.
two-mile in which "Nellie" looks tory of Mexico" to R. H. Rey
HIGH
SCORERS
sore knees; Stan Cooley has botu
faster - than - average runner.
220-yard dash—Ruffoni (HS),
to be a cinch. In the weights nolds' class in art appreciation.
High scoring honors go to
sore feet and tired muscles; Ra Brown (JC), Jones (JC); time
Mr. Sorensen is studying for
After taking a third in the
the Tigers have the advantage
Tomasini with 11 (4 points,
Stacy is complaining of shin 23.1.
and should sweep them, while master's degree in archeology at
second place was a three-way
half in approximately two
splints; Charlie Blackwell is back
160 low hurdles — Greenman
the javelin remains an Aggie the University of Mexico. He ma
tie among Ford, Ritchie, and
minutes flat, Hanner paced
in a suit after a throat infection, (JC), Cooley (JC), Freitas (HS);
event with "Laigs" DuPraw sec jored in photography at the San
Guerney . of. MJC, with 10
himself through a 52.5 lap of
but may not be able to compete. time 18.9.
ond. Coming back with a ven Jose State College and went
points each. Ritchie placed
Attention! . . .
the relay. And his J. C. 880
This meet, beginning at
Football throw—M o n a g h a n
first in his favorite event, the
Captain — "Attention! Why geance after the Modesto en south to take some 300 pictures
record of 2:14 still remains
3:30 p. m., is the final home
(HS), Mallow (HS), Guyon (HS);
sprints, while Ford, after
aren't you standing at atten counter, "Laigs" heaved the splin showing life in Mexico. These
appearance of the Jaysees.
intact.
170 feet 9 inches.
clearing 13 feet 6 inches by a
ter 164 feet in practice. Handi pictures will be used in a state
tion?"
Next week they travel to
The truth will out. Coach E.
Pole vault — Schreiber (HS),
foot, barely missed his try
capped with a leg injury, "Slicer" wide program of visual education
.
Private—"I
am.
It's
this
uni
Stanford for a triangular
"Stonewall" Jackson has been
(HS), Davies (JC), Thode (JC);
for an even 14 feet.
Ford will make the high an in under Miss Heffernan.
form
what's
at
ease."—Dinuba
meet
with
the
Indian
frosh
conducting time trials with a
10 feet 8 inches.
A "sneaker" was pulled by
and Menlo J. C.
stop-watch he swore was recently
Shot put—Philip (JC), Sullivan. Coach Jackson in running Toma
tested and reset. Most of the
(JC), Stewart (HS); 49 feet 8 sini in the mile and saving Nel
cindermen swore just as vehe fered a breakdown Wednesday, inches.
son for the two-mile; both men
mently and slightly more pro and Jackson conceded defeat.
Broad jump—Stacy (JC), Da won their events.
vies
(JC),
Ogden
(HS);
20
feet
fanely that the clock was too fast
Sure-bet-department: Pick
SUMMARY
6 inches.
(never too slow). The watch sufthe Jaysees to win their first
Mile—Tomasini (P), Williams
Discus—Philip
(JC),
Sullivan
intercollegiate meet of the
(M), Rojas (M); time 4:41.7.
(JC);
127
feet
6
inches.
season by a large margin
440-yard run—Birch (M), Rid
APPLICATIONS
High jump—Davies (JC), Og
from Yuba J. C. and Placer
dle (M), Looney (P) ; time 51.
den
and
Bentz
(HS)
all
tied
for
Now Being Received
J. C. Also pick the Pacific
100-yard dash:— Ritchie (P).
first; 5 feet 7% inches.
For Membership
varsity to reverse last year's
880-yard relay — Won by J. C. Davidson (M), Phifer (P); time
ignominous defeat at the
FALL SEMESTER, 1940
(Alphonse, Conaway, Jones, and 10.1.
hands of the Col Aggies.
120-yard high hurdles—GuerBrown); 1:36.5.

PACIFIC CO-OP
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frugal

For their first intercollegiate competition of the cur
rent season the Jaysee track team plays host to Placer
Displaying balace in all events,
and Yuba junior colleges this afternoon in Baxter Sta
dium. Because of their all-around strength,the Cubs are the Cub cindermen last Saturday
snowed under a weak high school
favorites to capture the triangular meet.

Marty Brill, great Notre Dame
blocking back on Knute Rockne's
last team, has been Installed as
the new professor of gridiron
maneuvers at Loyola University,
stilling any and all rumors still
persisting that'the Moraga Magi
cian, Slip Madigan, would accept
Also, Tom Lieb, Lion coach for
ten previous years, has accepted
a position with the University of
Florida.
MIKE WAS ROBBED
This brings up the very sad
case of deposed Coach Mike Pecarovich. Mike left a safe and
sound coaching position after
Lieb had failed to put the Lions
on a big-time footing. Friends
congratulated him on his wisdom
on accepting the Loyola work.
However, they forgot that
he had signed only a two-year
contract. What happened.
The Lion football squad runs
afoul of a bad case of infan
tile paralysis (contracted Im
mediately after the Pacific
game), and loses several con
tests. (They looked plenty
good in tying the Bengals 1313.) Mr. Pecarovicli's con
tract is not renewed.
GOOD MOANER
In his first year at the south
ern school Pecarovich had a nonetoo-successful season, but he did
contribute much to the athletic
department. He was announced
as the winner of the annual
Coaches' Moaning Contest, first
prize being football equipment to
the value of one thousand dol
lars! Perhaps the alumni were
disappointed in his not winning
the contest a second time. After
all when an entire team is af
fected by a paralysis plague, it
sure sounds good for a moaning
mentor.
TRACK SHORTS
Lew Ford, down Modesto way,
went thirteen and a half feet, and
we're told on good authority that
If the bar were up six inches, he
would still have cleared it. It
must be the spring, or is it swing?
Frosh Wesley Miller has not
been pressed yet, and it looks
like he will get little competition
until the jaysee conference meets

BEC.QMMENDED FOR A

JC SWAMPS
HI SCHOOL
CINDERMEN
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